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Abstract

According to recent reports, the last loopholes in testing Bell’s inequality are closed. It is argued that the really important
task in this field has not been tackled yet and that the leading experiments claiming to close locality and detection efficiency
loopholes, although making very significant progress, have conceptual drawbacks. The important task is constructing quantum
devices which will allow winning games of certain correlated replies against any classical team. A novel game of this type is
proposed. 2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.

Quantum mechanics predicts unusual correlations
between outcomes of particular experiments in space-
like separated regions. The peculiarity of these corre-
lations is that they are stronger than any correlations
explainable by a local theory. The quantum correla-
tions, as was proven by Bell [1], break certain inequal-
ities which have to be fulfilled if the results of every
experiment are determined by some local hidden vari-
able (LHV) theory. Recently, we have been witnessed
an outstanding progress in the tests of Bell’s inequal-
ities, but a decisive experiment which would rule out
any LHV theory has not been performed yet. The de-
ficiencies of the experiments are described bylocal-
ity anddetection efficiency loopholes [2]. According to
recent reports, Weihs et al. [3] closed the locality loop-
hole and Rowe et al. [4] closed the detection efficiency
loophole. I want to point out that the leading experi-
ments claiming to close the loopholes [3,4], although
clearly making very significant progress, have concep-
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tual drawbacks. These drawbacks have to be removed
before claims like “the last loophole closes” can be
made.

Moreover, I want to argue that the experimental ef-
forts should be turned to a slightly different task: in-
stead of showing that the quantum correlations cannot
be explained by local theories, it is more important to
show that the quantum correlations can be used.

Today, there is a firm consensus that there is no real
question what will be the outcome of this type of ex-
periment: the predictions of quantum theory or results
conforming with the Bell inequalities. Predictions of
quantum mechanics have been verified in so many ex-
periments and with such unprecedented precision that,
in spite of the very peculiar and non-intuitive features
that Bell-inequality experiments demonstrate, only a
minute minority of physicists believe that quantum
mechanics might fail in this type of experiment. How-
ever, the fact that we are pretty sure about the final re-
sult of these experiments does not mean that we should
not perform them. One goal of such experiments is to
change our intuition which developed from observing
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classical phenomena. But more importantly, these ex-
periments should lead to the stage in which we will be
able touse these unusual correlations.

Conceptually, the most simple, surprising, and con-
vincing out of the Bell-type experiments is the Mer-
min’s version of the Greenberger–Horne–Zeilinger
(GHZ) setup [5]. I find that it can be best explained
as a game [6]. The team of three players is allowed to
make any preparations before the players are taken to
three remote locations. Then, at a certain time, each
player is asked one of two possible questions: “What
is X?” or “What is Y?” to which they must quickly
give one of the answers: “1” or “−1”. According to
the rules of the game, either all players are asked the
X question, or only one player is asked theX ques-
tion and the other two are asked theY question. The
team wins if the product of their three answers is−1
in the case of threeX questions and is 1 in the case
of one X and twoY questions. It is a simple exer-
cise to prove that if the answer of each player is de-
termined by some LHV theory, then the best strategy
of the team will lead to 75% probability to win. How-
ever, a quantum team equipped with ideal devices can
win with certainty. Each player performs a spin mea-
surement of a spin-1/2 particle:σx measurement for
the X question andσy measurement for theY ques-
tion and gives the answer 1 for spin “up” and−1 for
spin “down”. Quantum theory ensures that if the play-
ers have particles prepared in the GHZ state, the team
always wins. Actually constructing such devices and
seeing that, indeed, the quantum team wins the game
with probability significantly larger than 75% will be
a very convincing proof of Bell-type inequalities.

The game need not be based on the GHZ-type “Bell
inequality without inequalities” proof. A two-party
game based on another proof is presented at the end
of the Letter.

A game-type experiment, if successful, will def-
initely close the detection efficiency loophole. If it
is also arranged that the party asking the questions
chooses them “randomly” (more about randomness
below), then it will also close the locality loophole.
Note, that an experiment which simultaneously closes
both the detection efficiency and the locality loophole
will not necessarily be suitable for winning games of
the type I described here. Indeed, the current GHZ ex-
periment [7], even if performed with ideal optical de-
vices, cannot help to win the GHZ game. At no stage

of this experiment is there a pure GHZ state. Only
when the three photons were detected at three differ-
ent detectors in coincidence with the fourth (trigger)
photon, could we claim that the polarization state of
thedetected photons was the GHZ state. If a player in
the team detects the trigger photon and makes a polar-
ization measurement (the analog of the spin measure-
ment) according to the question he is asked, he cannot
be sure that the team will win since the other players
would know the good answers only if they detect the
photons too. However, the setup is such that there is
a high probability for this not to happen even if they
have 100% efficient detectors.

Let me now discuss the current experiments. In or-
der to close the locality loophole Weihs et al. [3] used
fast quantum experiments to choose between local
measurements. The results of these experiments are
“genuinely random” according to the standard quan-
tum theory, but arenot random in the framework of
LHV theories. Their outcomes are also governed by
some LHVs in each site. There is enough time for in-
formation about these LHVs to reach other sites before
the measurements there took place and, therefore, the
locality loophole is not closed. The experiment, never-
theless, is a significant step forward because its results
can be explained only by a higher level LHV theory
in which hidden variables specifying the behavior of
one system are influenced by hidden variables of other
systems.

A frequently discussed experiment in which a per-
son at each site will have enough time to exercise his
“free will” to choose between the measurements will
be very convincing, but conceptually, not much better:
we cannot rule out the existence of LHVs which are
responsible for our seemingly “free” decisions. A bet-
ter experiment for closing the locality loophole is to
make the choice of the local measurements dependent
on the detection of photons arriving from space-like
separated events in distant galaxies. Then, the LHV-
type explanation will be a “conspiracy” theory on the
intergalactic scale.

Now I will discuss the latest experiment by Rowe
et al. [4] who claimed to close the detection efficiency
loophole. In this experiment the quantum correlations
were observed between results of measurements per-
formed on two ions few micrometers apart. The de-
tection efficiency was very high. It was admitted that
the locality loophole was not closed, but the situation
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was worse than that. Contrary to other experiments
[3], not only the information about the choice, but also
about theresults of local measurements could reach
other sites before completion of measurements there.
The reading of the results was based on observing
numerous photons emitted by the ions. This process
takes time which is a few orders magnitude larger than
the time it takes for the light to go from one ion to
the other. Thus, one can construct a very simple LHV
theory which arranges quantum correlations by “com-
munication” between the ions during the process of
measurement. It is much simpler to construct a LHV
theory which employs also “outcome dependence” in-
stead of only “parameter dependence” [8].

The purpose of closing the detection efficiency
loophole was to rule out the set of LHV theories in
which the particle carries, among others, instructions
of the type: “if the measuring device has particular pa-
rameters, do not be detected”. Such hidden variables
cannot explain the correlations of the Rowe et al. ex-
periment and this is an important achievement. How-
ever, the task of performing an experiment closing
the detection efficiency loophole without opening new
loopholes (the possibility for “outcome dependence”
LHV in Rowe et al.) is still open.

Recently, the bizarre features of quantum mechan-
ics have been explained through various games. Apart
from the GHZ game described above there have been
several other proposals: an interesting variation of the
GHZ game by Steane and van Dam [9], a game based
on the original Bell proof by Tsirelson [10], the “quan-
tum cakes” game based on a non-maximally entan-
gled state by Kwiat and Hardy [11] (see related ex-
periment [12]). Note also the proposal of Cabello [14]
for a two-party Bell-inequality proof which can be
transformed into a game too. Let me present here one
more game. My game is called an “impossible neck-
lace” and it is based on the Zeno-type Bell inequalities
proof [13].

A team of two players wants to persuade a third
party, “the interrogator”, that they found a secret of
making an “impossible necklace”. The impossible
two-colored necklace has an even number of beadsN

and all adjacent beads are of different colors except
beads 1 andN which are of the same color. The
team does not want to reveal the “secret coloring”, but
the players are ready to reveal the colors of any two
adjacent beads of the necklace. They claim to have

identical necklaces of this kind, one necklace for each
player. The interrogator arranges to ask one player
the color of any single bead and ask the other player,
at a space-like separated region, the color of one of
the adjacent beads. If the team succeeds in giving the
correct answers in many repeated experiments (with
new necklaces each time), a naive interrogator might
be persuaded that the team knows how to make such
necklaces. Indeed, if it is a “classical team”, and the
players decide in advance what answer they will give
for every question, then the probability to fail is at least
1/N . (There areN different pairs and there is no way
to arrange that all have correct coloring.) Therefore,
the probability to pass the test, say 5N times, is

(1)probclassical=
(

1− 1

N

)5N

∼ e−5 ∼ 0.01.

The quantum team can do much better. The players
do not make any necklaces. Each player take with
him a spin-1/2 particle from the EPR pair. When a
player is asked the color of a beadi, he measures spin
component in the direction̂θi in thex–z plane which
makes an angleθi = πi/N with the z axes. He says
“green” if the result is “up”, and “red” if the result
is “down”. His partner do the same. For all pairs, the
measurements are in the directions which differ by the
angleπ/N except for the pair{1,N} in which case
the angle isπ(N −1)/N . Therefore, the probability to
fail the test is sin2(π/2N). The probability to pass 5N
tests is

probquantum=
(

1− sin2 π

2N

)5N

∼
(

1− π2

4N2

)5N

(2)∼ e−5π2/4N.

For N = 100 the quantum team has probability of al-
most 90% to succeed, compare with 1% of a classical
team.

Technological problems will not allow an experi-
ment with a large numberN in a near future. Putting
aside the attempt to “fool” the interrogator that the
team has impossible necklaces, the game can be de-
fined as the competition of two-player teams to pass
the interrogator tests a maximal number of times. For
any numberN � 4, the quantum team has an advan-
tage over a classical team, so this game is a realis-
tic proposal for demonstrating Bell-type inequalities.
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(Certainly more realistic than the GHZ game which
requires a three-particle source.)

The ideal situation (in the sense that it closes all
loopholes) is that the questions which players are
asked are decided by fast detectors obtaining signals
from space-like separated distant galaxies and that
the players give their answers quickly enough such
that the communication between them is impossible.
However, I do not think that the stringent requirement
of closing the locality loophole is very important. It
seems to me that an implementation of one of these
games with players placed in separate sealed rooms
which prevent them from sending out any signals will
be a very dramatic and persuasive proof that the nature
indeed has the peculiar features predicted by quantum
theory. More importantly, it will show that quantum
technology is capable of performing communication
tasks which are impossible when classical devices are
used.
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